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ABSTRACT

The rapid development of high-throughput sequencing techniques has led biology into the big-data era.

Data analyses using various bioinformatics tools rely on programming and command-line environments,

which are challenging and time-consuming formost wet-lab biologists. Here, we present TBtools (a Toolkit

for Biologists integrating various biological data-handling tools), a stand-alone software with a user-

friendly interface. The toolkit incorporates over 130 functions, which are designed to meet the increasing

demand for big-data analyses, ranging from bulk sequence processing to interactive data visualization.

A wide variety of graphs can be prepared in TBtools using a new plotting engine (‘‘JIGplot’’) developed to

maximize their interactive ability; this engine allows quick point-and-click modification of almost every

graphic feature. TBtools is platform-independent software that can be run under all operating systems

with Java Runtime Environment 1.6 or newer. It is freely available to non-commercial users at https://

github.com/CJ-Chen/TBtools/releases.
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INTRODUCTION

The exponential growth of biological data has followed the rapid

development and innovation of high-throughput sequencing

(HTS) technologies. Managing big data and decoding the

underlying bioinformation effectively and efficiently present a sig-

nificant challenge for wet-lab biologists. Various bioinformatics

software programs, pipelines, and packages have been devel-

oped to meet this challenge; however, most of these tools are

packaged as scripts written in disparate programming languages

and require a working knowledge of the command-line environ-

ment. This lack of easily accessible tools remains a significant

obstacle for wet-lab biologists who want to process their own

data but lack proficient computational skills. HTS technologies

are frequently used to investigate biological phenomena on a

genomic scale. Unfortunately, the big data generated are often

underutilized when experimental biologists run into programming

roadblocks.

When handling large data files generated by HTS, we often run

across difficulties. For instance, a common task is to extract spe-

cific sequence records or take regional sequences from largeFasta

files; this is difficult or often impossible to accomplish with regular

text editors, especially in batch mode. Although a few scripts or

software are available, for example seqkit (Shen et al., 2016) and

FasPaser2 (Sun, 2018), they require users to either have a

working knowledge of the command-line environment or are

restricted to Windows operating systems. Heatmap is a

commonlyusedgraphic for visualizing large-scalegeneexpression

data. Variousweb-based tools, suchasHeatmapper (Babicki et al.,

2016), allow users to generate heatmaps outside of the command-

lineenvironment; however, theseprograms require astable internet

connection and thus inhibit offline data analysis. Other tools like
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pheatmap (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/pheatmap/)

and complexHeatmap (Gu et al., 2016) are useful tools for

generating various heatmap configurations but require a working

knowledge of the R programming language. Gene families are

groups of genes that share sequence similarity and are projected

to have related functions. For comparative analyses, identification

of not only sequence features, including gene structure

(untranslated region [UTR], exon, and intron), conserved motifs,

and potential functional domains, but also phylogenetic

relationships is important to reveal the conservation and

differences among members of a gene family. Tools such as

GSDS2 (Hu et al., 2015) and FancyGenes (Rambaldi and

Ciccarelli, 2009) have been designed to show gene structures;

however, there is no single tool that is capable of simultaneously

showing all of these features in a collective way. Moreover, with

the increasing demand for viewing large datasets, many brilliant

approaches have been developed, such as Upsetplots (Lex and

Gehlenborg, 2014), Circos plots (Connors et al., 2009), and eFP

browsers (Winter et al., 2007). Each of these visualization tools is

packaged under different programming environments (e.g., R,

Python, and Perl), which are challenging for the average wet-lab

biologist to navigate. To make these analyses more complicated,

many of these programs have a long list of dependencies, making

software installation a major challenge. Circos, for instance, is

packaged with dependency on many additional Perl modules,

making the software installation intimidating for the average wet-

lab biologist.

The majority of bioinformatics tools that are essential for

analyzing and visualizing big biological datasets lack user-

friendly interfaces that allow simple point-and-click interactions

and provide interactive modification options. To conquer this

deficiency, and bridge the gap between bioinformatics analyses

and wet-lab data producers, we have developed and present

here TBtools (a Toolkit for Biologists integrating various biological

data-handling tools), a stand-alone software suite with a user-

friendly interface. TBtools is an integrative and interactive toolkit

with cross-platform compatibility. Our aim is to ultimately accel-

erate discoveries by providing an out-of-the-box solution to the

data-handling dilemma of biologists.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Rationale for TBtools Development

TBtools is developed for wet-lab biologists and contains an

extensive collection of functions, which are integrated into a

user-friendly graphic user interface (GUI) that can be easily navi-

gated using point-and-click icons. For each function in TBtools,

we designed a GUI panel according to the most straightforward

IOS logic, i.e., Set Input Data, Set Output Path if Required, and

Click Start Button. This interface makes the handling of big

data a more pleasant and efficient experience.

TBtools is developed as an integrative toolkit. Most bioinformat-

ics tools or scripts are developed for specific tasks, and re-

searchers are usually required to use several, or even dozens of

independent tools sequentially to get an analysis done. In

TBtools, we aim to integrate all of the commonly used functions

together in a Java Run Time Environment (version R1.6), which

is compatible across the three major operating systems (Win-

dows, Macintosh, Linux). All of the functions can be implemented

with simple point-and-click functions using a mouse. Sequential

steps for data analyses and visualizations have been integrated

into a single IOS workflow. Functions in TBtools are, in most

cases, coded from scratch using Java, with the exception of a

few cross-platform programs, including BLAST (Camacho

et al., 2009), MEME (Bailey et al., 2009), HMMER (Mistry et al.,

2013), MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004), trimAl (Capella-Gutiérrez et al.,

2009), IQ-TREE (Nguyen et al., 2015), and ViennaRNA (Lorenz

et al., 2011). To date, more than 130 functions are available in

TBtools, covering the tools most commonly used for

bioinformatics analyses. These include big-data preview/view,

data format conversion, basic sequence management, and inter-

active data visualization in numerous forms that range from sim-

ple Venn diagrams to sophisticated synteny plots (Figure 1).

Notably, the development of TBtools was highly collaborative

and greatly motivated by the true needs of wet-lab biologists. In

the past 5 years, the tool has attracted over 15 000 stable users.

Many of these users actively provide informative feedback and

suggestions, which has significantly enhanced the functionality,

robustness, and features of TBtools.

TBtools is developed for interactive data presentation. Data

visualization and presentation are indispensable parts of bioinfor-

matics analyses. In contrast to regular graph generators,

which usually produce uneditable figures, TBtools generates

interactive graphs full of editable features. A newly developed

plotting engine named ‘‘JIGplot’’ (Java Interactive Graphics)

is incorporated into TBtools, enabling rapid modifications

to various graph features (Figure 2). Users can easily trigger the

preset functions by double-clicking on graphic elements or

right-clicking to modify visual aspects, such as shape, color,

angle, stroke size, and text. Different graphic panels (e.g., phylo-

genetic tree, sequence alignment, gene structure, heatmaps) can

be conveniently combined or arranged according to the user’s

needs. Thus, the interactive nature of JIGplot allows users to

simultaneously visualize data and prepare publishable

graphs without investing extra time replotting pre-structured da-

tasets. Another distinguishing feature of JIGplot is its

unique coordinate transformation function, inspired by ‘‘The

Grammer of Graphics’’ (Wilkinson, 2005). For example, the

coordinates of graphs can be easily switched from Cartesian to

polar, which allows more information to be displayed through

circular plotting (Figure 2). Furthermore, all graphs prepared in

TBtools can be exported in both high-resolution bitmap and

vector formats to provide the user with maximum flexibility.

Overview of Functions in TBtools

All the functions in TBtools are grouped under five main catalogs

(Figure 1). (1) Sequence Toolkits. This includes all functions

related to sequence management, such as sequence extraction,

format conversion, and open reading frame prediction. (2)

BLAST. A simplified BLAST wrapper that enables BLAST to be

implemented in TBtools (Camacho et al., 2009) and allows

sequence comparison on a local machine with optimized

settings. In addition, functions facilitating the visualization and

management of BLAST results are provided under this menu. (3)

GO&KEGG. Enrichment analysis is a common approach to

investigate the biological significance of specific gene sets. In

TBtools, we have developed several functions for enrichment
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analysis of gene ontologies (GO) (Ashburner et al., 2000) and

KEGG pathways (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000). Result files can be

quickly visualized with an easy-to-use barplot function, and sub-

groups of genes annotated to each specific GO/KEGG term can

be extracted for further analyses. (4) Graphics. A wide variety of

graphs can be rapidly prepared in TBtools, including Venn dia-

grams, heatmaps, Circos graphs (Connors et al., 2009), and eFP

figures (Winter et al., 2007). Most graphic features (e.g., color,

shape, label) can be personalized according to individual

preference. (5) Other. The Other class contains many additional

functions that are commonly used during big-data exploration. It

includes tools used for previewing big files, editing phylogenetic

trees, and calculating Ka/Ks values.

Stellar Functions

Functions in TBtools have been improved, expanded, and

optimized based on demand and feedback from our user

base, which includes over 15 000 stable users worldwide,

many of whom are actively involved in the improvement of

TBtools. A series of stellar functions are widely used by users;

the results and/or graphs prepared using TBtools have been

featured in hundreds of peer-reviewed publications. These

functions include eFP Browser, Interactive Heatmap, Simple

Circos, Gene Family Tool, and many more (Figure 3).

Although most of these functions were not originally invented

as part of TBtools, they have been optimized, upgraded,

Figure 1. Outline of Functions in TBtools.

Five core function catalogs in TBtools contain over 130 functions. Featured functions that are most popularly used are highlighted with stars. Numbers in

circles denote the number of subfunctions contained under each function.
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and simplified according to the philosophy that "simple is

best," ensuring their accessibility to a wide variety of

biologists.

In summary, HTS technologies have generated vast amounts of

biological data. For efficient and effective handling of these big

data, we have developed TBtools, a user-friendly toolkit that inte-

grates a large number of functions with an emphasis on bulk data

processing and visualization. Its robustness has been validated

by tens of thousands of users, making it a handy and useful toolkit

for biologists.

METHODS

Tutorials and Examples

Big File Preview/View

HTS technologies and bioinformatics analyses typically generate large data

files that can range in size fromhundreds ofmegabytes to several gigabytes.

Figure 2. The Powerful Plotting Engine ‘‘JIGplot’’ in TBtools Displays Great Interactability.

A variety of heatmaps generated by TBtools are shown to demonstrate its great interactive ability and functional diversity.
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These files are cumbersome and nearly impossible to handle using ordinary

office software. Currently, biologists have to navigate through a command-

line environment to take a quick look at the content, structure, and quality of

these files.We have created a function that allows users to look at large data

files in an interactive format: the ‘‘Big File Preview/View’’ function in TBtools

(Figure 4A). Detailed steps are described as follows.

1. Navigate to the ‘‘Big Text View’’ function: Others / Big File Pre-

view / Big Text View (Figure 4A).

2. Drag and drop a file to the panel or click the panel to invoke the file

selection option.

3. The content of the input file will be instantly displayed in the window

(Figure 4A).

Figure 3. A List of the Most Commonly Used (Top 10) Functions in TBtools.
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Bulk Fasta Extract

Fasta sequence extraction is a common activity in biological data man-

agement. Several functions of TBtools are developed for bulk Fasta

sequence extraction. For instance, the ‘‘Fasta Extract or Filter (Quick)’’

function can be employed to extract or filter out sequences according

to a list of identifiers.

1. Navigate to the ‘‘Fasta Extract or Filter (Quick)’’ function:

Sequence Toolkit / Fasta Tools / Fasta Extract or Filter

(Quick) (Figure 4B).

2. Set an input sequence file in Fasta format.

3. Set the path for an output file.

4. Provide a list of sequence identifiers or regions of sequences.

5. Click ‘‘Start’’ and the selected sequences will be extracted into the

assigned output file (Figure 4B).

Gene Family Tools

Gene structure (i.e., UTR, exon, intron) and functional sequence elements

(i.e., sequence motifs and protein domains) are important features of

genes and proteins. TBtools provides an integrated function for visualizing

these features. To do this, the user needs to:

Figure 4. Demonstration of the ‘‘Big File Preview/View,’’ ‘‘Fasta Extract,’’ and ‘‘Gene Structure View’’ Functions in TBtools.

Large data files are easy to navigate and quickly preview using the ‘‘Big File Preview/View’’ function (A); sequences can be searched and extracted from

Fasta files using the ‘‘Fasta Extract’’ function (B); and structural features and phylogenetic relationships among gene family members are easy to visualize

using the ‘‘Gene Structure View’’ function (C).
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1. Navigate to the ‘‘Gene Structure View (Advanced)’’ function:

Graphics / BioSequence Structure Illustrator / Gene Struc-

ture View (Figure 4C).

2. Upload either a gene phylogeny in Newick format or a set of gene

identifiers.

3. Select an XML file storing motif pattern information; this can be

generated using the MEME suite (Bailey et al., 2009).

4. Select a gene-structure annotation file in GFF3/GTF format.

5. Select a file containing functional domain information with protein

coordinates, formatted as four tab-delimited columns: ‘‘Gene

ID,’’ ‘‘Start Pos,’’ ‘‘End Pos,’’ and ‘‘Name of Domain.’’ This

file can be prepared using CD-search (Marchler-Bauer et al.,

2011).

6. Select a file containing identifier renaming information, formatted

as two tab-delimited columns, ‘‘Original ID’’ and ‘‘New ID.’’

7. Click ‘‘Start’’ to generate a gene structure plot with a phylogenetic

tree, motif patterns, and conserved domains (Figure 4C). Each

graphic element can bemodified according to personal preference.

Note: Steps 2 to 6 are all optional depending on the desired user output.

Figure 5. Examples Demonstrating the ‘‘Advanced Circos’’ and ‘‘eFP Browser’’ Functions in TBtools.

Flexible Circos graphics can be quickly generated using the ‘‘Advanced Circos’’ function (A); organ-specific expression can be plotted for any species of

interest using the ‘‘eFP Browser’’ function (B).
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Circos Plot

Circos plots are widely used to visualize large datasets on a whole-

genome scale (Connors et al., 2009). TBtools provides a convenient

function to generate Circos plots (Figure 5A). The required input files

include:

1. A genome sequence file in Fasta format

2. A gene-structure annotation file in GFF3/GTF format

Users can either manually prepare a file containing information regarding

chromosome lengths or use TBtools to generate this file. To generate the

chromosome size file in TBtools:

3. Navigate to the ‘‘Fasta Stats’’ function: Sequence Toolkit /

Fasta Tools / Fasta Stats.

4. Set the above genome sequence file as input.

5. Set the path for an output file.

6. Click ‘‘Start’’ and the chromosome length information will be saved

in the output file.

7. Open the output file with Microsoft Excel or an analogous software

program, keep the two columns listing chromosome identifiers and

lengths, and save.

To initiate a basic Circos plot:

8. Navigate to the ‘‘Advanced Circos’’ function: Graphics /

Advanced Circos (Figure 5A).

9. Set the file containing the chromosome lengths as input.

10. Click ‘‘Start’’ and generate a Circos plot frame.

To prepare a file containing genomic gene density information:

11. Navigate to the ‘‘Gene Density Profile’’ function: Sequence Tool-

kit / GFF3/GTF Manipulate / Gene Density Profile.

12. Set the above gene structure annotation file (the GFF3/GTF file) as

input.

13. Set the path for an output file (named ‘‘Gene Density.tab’’ in this

example).

14. Click ‘‘Start’’ and the gene density information will be saved into

the output file (‘‘Gene Density.tab’’).

To add gene density tracks to the initial Circos plot:

15. Starting from the ‘‘Advanced Circos’’ window (setup in steps 8–

10), click ‘‘Add’’ to add a new data track.

16. Set the gene density file (‘‘Gene Density.tab’’) as input.

17. Select the track type, for example, ‘‘Heatmap,’’ ’’Point,’’ ‘‘Line,’’ or

‘‘Bar.’’

18. (Optional) Change the track color as needed.

19. To add additional data tracks, repeat steps 15 to 18.

20. Click the ‘‘Show My Circos Plot!’’ button to instantly generate a

user-defined Circos plot (Figure 5A). Additional features can be

added by right-clicking on the plot, and numerous aesthetic mod-

ifications are available using the pop-up menu.

eFP Graph

Development of the eFP function in TBtools was inspired by the original

eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). This function is useful when users

want to present gene expression data in a personalized, pictographic

way (Figure 5B).

1. Prepare an image in TAG or SVG format, in which different tissues

or organs can be color-coded.

2. Prepare a color code file, formatted with two columns, ‘‘Sample’’

and ‘‘Color Code.’’

Note: the ‘‘Color Picker’’ function can be employed to generate the color

code file.

3. Prepare a file containing a matrix of gene expression values; this is

a standard result from a transcriptome analysis.

4. Navigate to the ‘‘eFP Browser’’ function: Graphics / Heatmap

Illustrator / Super Heatmap Browser / eFP Browser

(Figure 5B).

5. Set input files as described in the notes for each field.

6. Click ‘‘Start’’ and an initial graph will be generated.

7. Enter a gene identifier and press Enter to explore gene expression

in a pictographic format. The color scheme can be user curated us-

ing the pop-up menu, or the ‘‘Lucky Color’’ button in the panel can

be used to quickly flip through different color schemes (Figure 5B).
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